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Breaking News: Extremely heavy trading saw all companies on the BSE-12 sell out 
with the market hitting all time highs in terms of overall capital raised. Computer 
systems were overwhelmed by buy orders and stock sells continued to be posted in 
intra-day trading on the big boards. Eight teams sold out on the first day and the four 
remaining teams also joined the “sell out club” by the end of the second day trading 
session.  
 
Coming off a negative court case over trademark rights, the newly re-named team of 
Arriba! Arriba! made a siesta of the competition with strong cross border sales. The 
BHOW (Bialik House of Waffles) had syrup falling over all sides as the investors 
reacted to an effective advertising campaign with shouts of “we like waffles” 
cascading across the cafeteria – rofl.  The Brownie Factory had all their widgets in 
place as the market waited for news on their capital investments and construction of 
new production facilities. Candyland made a sweet impression with a wide range of 
confectionary investments. Les boys at Cawy’s Gwill smoked all teams will a strong 
showing and a high share price throughout the two days of trading. 
 
Cookie monsters ate up investors who saw snack potential in their baked offerings. 
Edgy Veggies tossed up a winner with the market nibbling away at their shares. 
Frosted Conecakes convinced investors to put the icing on the cake. Java Ju cooked 
a hot and crispy investment package. Pass-da Pasta noddled away at the market as 
investors turned to both their sample products and sauced-up shares. The grass skirts 
swayed in the wind as Tiki Love Juice was able to luau all their shares. They say an 
apple a day keeps the Revenue Quebec away, but with carmel and chocolate apples 
the Tree of Forbidden Fruit was able to entice investors to take a bite of their 
company.   
 
Overall all teams made a strong performance during two days of trading and now face 
the challenge of getting everything in place for the upcoming selling days. An 
analysis and in depth profile of some of this years BSE-12 teams will be featured in 
upcoming editions of this report.  
 
Everyone is invited to the product selling on March 6th, 7th, and 8th during the junior 
and senior lunch periods when this year’s teams will be offering up a host of lunch 
time specials.  
 
 

More in-depth information is available from 
http://www.bialik.netaxis.qc.ca/sse/index.htm including "live" intra-day market 
analysis of the SSX and affiliated stock markets, economic releases, earnings reports, 
and day trading highlights. 
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